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VSTATUS

• Need to redo status work using new component rather than GROUP param
• Latest version (02) shows the spec for a VSTATUS component
• Will redo sections 10.1, 10.2, 10.3
• 11.1 (GROUP) can go
11.2: REASON

- Used to indicate the reason for change in status or participation
- If we make use of PARTICIPANT and VSTATUS this should be a property not a parameter.
- Does SUMMARY mean the same? Maybe REASON shows intent better
11.3: MODIFIED

- Indicate time of change in status or participation
- If we make use of PARTICIPANT and VSTATUS this should be DTSTAMP
11.4: SUB-STATE

- With VSTATUS this can be a new property
14.1: Attendee changes

- If we use PARTICIPANT these all become properties so this goes
14.2: COMMENT changes

- Related to 10.3 allowing multiple comments per status with reason and modified.
- Same effect by having multiple VSTATUS with same status value and different comments, reason and dtstamp.
- Can probably drop this section
14.3: STATUS changes

- With VSTATUS can drop this section
15: VSTATUS

- A quick first pass.
- Update to use REASON property
Summary

• Introducing VSTATUS and using PARTICIPANT greatly simplifies the spec.
• Should this be the first to include a jscalendar mapping?